
ARTIST STATEMENT

The Path of Least Resistance Series: “A study in form and movement”

—Path –noun, plural paths  [pathz, pahthz, paths, pahths]:

A route, course, or track along which something moves: the path of a hurricane. A course of  
action, conduct, or procedure. Also used figuratively, of a course of life or action.
—Idiom
To cross one's path, to encounter or meet unexpectedly.

This series is exploring random and intentional form combined. For me it is the start of a study of 

form and of movement. The artist Piet Mondrian was trying to find purity in form by reducing it to 

basic shapes.   I am searching for purity of form in other ways. I have chosen abstraction as my 

style of painting but, how does one find abstraction? Consider the trail left by a drop of water.

When a drop of water falls on a pane of glass, the path it takes seems random and indirect but it is 

in fact the path of least resistance. It follows its fate as decreed by gravity and the laws of physics. 

Encountering an obstacle, it goes around it. Encountering another path it joins it and moves faster. 

When it moves it leaves behind a part of itself , a path for other drops to follow. 

This idea has fascinated me since I was a little kid sitting in the car watching rain fall down the 

windshield. With this image in mind I have started my exploration of form and movement. 

I let the paint fall but move the platform it falls on to control its decent, creating negative spaces 

and lines which at times are predictable in their form but, often are not. The resulting image is a 

creation of gravity and purposefulness.  The path of the paint is dictated by the laws of physics. 

Afterward I add to the negative spaces texture and color building the picture with intentionally 

placed marks. 

The path of the paint, Fate and Intervention, has also created a path of action for the painting. 


